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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we consider the problem of estimating the 3D
position and intensity of multiple light sources without using
any light probe or user interaction. The proposed approach is
twofold and relies on RGB-D data acquired with a low cost
3D sensor. First, we separate albedo/texture and illumination
using lightness ratios between pairs of points with the same
reflectance property but subject to different lighting conditions. Our selection algorithm is robust in presence of challenging textured surfaces. Then, estimated illumination ratios
are integrated, at each frame, within an iterative process to
recover position and intensity of light sources responsible of
cast shadows. Estimated lighting characteristics are finally
used to achieve realistic Augmented Reality (AR).
Index Terms— Illumination, Reflectance, Textures,
Shadows, Augmented reality
1. INTRODUCTION
The image brightness of a 3D scene is a function of three
components: scene geometry, surface reflectance and illumination distribution. Provided that these three components are
accurately estimated, one is able to photo-realistically render
a virtual scene. In this paper, we focus on estimating illumination characteristics. Specifically, we aim at recovering the 3D
position and intensity of light sources in indoor scenes. Existing solutions often use additional devices such as light probes
[1][2] or fisheye cameras [3][4]. Also, when only RGB-D
data is considered, lighting is often assumed to be distant [5]
or reduced to a single point light [6][7].
The proposed framework handles both static and dynamic
lighting. It takes three inputs: (a) coarse 3D model of the
scene acquired by an active sensor (Intel R200). (b) nearambient reference image to which we will refer as reference
image. The latter is acquired by simulating an ambient lighting which, in theory, does not generate shading or shadowing.
In practice, it can be easily produced by considering a fairly
uniform indirect lighting. (c) color images of the scene from
which lighting will be recovered.
The assumptions we made for the proposed approach are:
(i) scene geometry is assumed to be static and contains a
main planar surface on which shadows are cast. (ii) scene

reflectance is described by the Lambertian reflection model.
In this work, the viewpoint is fixed within the analysis part to
avoid camera pose registration errors but can vary in AR.
The main contributions of our method are as follows:
Illumination ratio maps. we propose a novel approach to
factor albedo/texture and illumination in arbitrary textured
surfaces. Our algorithm relies on a fine selection of pairs of
points with the same albedo but subject to different illumination conditions. Lightness ratios of selected pairs provide an
illumination ratio map which is texture-free. This map contains mainly shadowing information and is recovered for each
incoming frame as the lighting can be static and/or dynamic.
Position and intensity of multiple light sources. Illumination distribution is initially represented by a set of equally distributed point lights. Within an iterative process, we extract
the 3D position of lights whose shadow maps correlate with
the illumination ratio map. Finally, a robust estimator allows
to recover their respective intensities.
Near real-time processing. On average, the implementation
of our method is able to perform at approximately 4fps. Recovered illumination characteristics are further integrated in a
real-time rendering pipeline for AR with virtual shadows that
are visually coherent in terms of shape and attenuation.
2. RELATED WORK
Early work on illumination estimation using shadowing information was presented by Sato et al. [5]. They used cast shadows to recover the direction of multiple distant lighting. In
[5], cast shadows are detected by manually removing occluding objects and capturing a shadow-free image. Panagopoulos
et al. [8][9] used a graphical model and a voting procedure to
detect shadows cast on planar textured surfaces under the assumption of distant lighting. Their framework takes about 3
minutes per image, which is critical for AR scenarios. In [6],
Arief et al. analyzed the shadow cast by a cube to estimate
the position of a single light source. The surface on which
the shadow is cast must be uniform. Our methodology differs
from previous shadow-based estimation work in three main
points: first, our approach does not require any user intervention or reference objects to recover illumination. On the
contrary, it targets middle scale scenes including various 3D
objects with arbitrary geometry. Secondly, we do not make

the assumption of distant lighting and instead, estimate both
3D position and intensity of multiple light sources. Finally,
our approach handles uniform and textured surfaces.
3. OUR APPROACH TO ILLUMINATION
ESTIMATION
In the following, we choose Phong reflection model [10] to
describe the way a diffuse point p in the scene reflects light:
M
X
Ip = kpd (La +
(Np · ωip )Li Opi )
(1)
i=1

where Ip is the color intensity of a 3D point p, kpd is its albedo
and Np is its normal vector. La and Li are respectively the
intensities of ambient lighting and light source i, ωip is the
incoming light direction vector of light source i, and M is the
number of light sources present in the scene. Opi is a binary
visibility term, equal to 1 if point light i is visible from the 3D
point corresponding to pixel p and equal to 0 if occluded.
3.1. Estimation of illumination ratio maps
Shadows are caused by the occlusion of incoming light, and
thus contain various pieces of information about the illumination of the scene. For this reason, shadow detection has
long been considered within the image processing research
community [11][12][13][14][8][9]. If we consider only local
texture features, we are not capable of accurately separating
texture/albedo and illumination. Up to now, it remains an extremely challenging problem and no generic solution exists.
In this section, our goal is to implicitly detect cast shadows
for a given frame. Our approach is twofold:
The first step is achieved only once since geometry is
static: we detect the main planar surface on which shadows
are cast. Specifically, we compute surface normals N and apply a region growing algorithm to cluster similarly oriented
surfaces together (a deviation value of 3 degrees is typically
allowed between normals). Then, we use a RANSAC estimator to fit each cluster to a planar surface model. Finally, the
cluster including the largest number of inliers is considered
as the main plane. Points above the detected plane are further
grouped as belonging to the occluding objects.
Secondly, we aim at separating texture/albedo and illumination in the current frame. The analysis is limited within
the 2D projection of the previously detected plane. Our factorization is achieved through a voting scheme using pairs of
points (p, p̂) with the same reflectance kd but subject to different lighting conditions. We propose a fine selection based on
two features: (i) L2 norm in the CIELAB color space within
the reference image R as it provides accurate similarity measures compared to using only the current frame (Fig.1). In
fact, the use of the reference image R makes our algorithm
robust in presence of challenging textures, poor lighitng conditions and/or sensor noise. (ii) the lightness channel L of
the CIELAB color space within the current image enables

us to compare pairs illumination-wise. Hence, points with
lower lightness values are prone to belong to shadowed regions. Using these two features, the voting scheme is applied
as follows:

+1, if Rp − Rp̂ ≤ R and Lp̂ ≥ Lp + L
v(p) =
0, otherwise
(2)
where R and L are respectively thresholds with respect to
color vectors distance in R and lightness difference in L. A
value of 2.5 is chosen for R as it corresponds to an almost
noticeable difference [15]. L is kept at a low value (typically
10) to handle both weak and strong shadows. Finally, pixels
holding a significant voting value v(p) are further considered
to estimate their respective illumination ratio δ(p):
P p̂
Lp
p̂ L
with:
L̄ =
(3)
δ(p) =
v(p)
L̄
where L̄ is the mean lightness value of matched points p̂ with
respect to p. Furthermore, pixels for which similar-reflectance
pairs are found but received a low voting value hold an illumination ratio value equal to 1. In fact, these points are considered to be fully lit. Last but not least, pixels for which no
match is found are discarded as we can not reliably estimate
their illumination ratio (green pixels in Fig.1).

Fig. 1. (a): reference image R of the scene. (b): current
scene capture. (c)(d): recovered illumination ratio map using
respectively (b) and (a). (d) demonstrate a better separation
of texture and lighting. Note the shadow of the front book in
(d) compared to (c) as well as discarded pixels (green).
3.2. Estimation of light sources 3D position
Since surface materials are assumed to be opaque, illumination distribution is approximated by a set of point lights
equally distributed in the 3D space above the detected plane.
In this section, we aim at recovering the 3D position of light
sources responsible of cast shadows in the scene. To achieve
this, we extract a subset (S) of point lights whose shadow

maps correlate with the estimated illumination ratio map
(Section 3.1) for each incoming frame. The identification of
subset (S) is carried within an iterative process as follows:
1. We initially compute correlation values by matching
the illumination ratio map with the shadow maps of
the sampled light candidates. The light source whose
shadow map has the best correlation value is selected.
2. For each iteration, previously selected light sources are
discarded. Also, the matching operation is carried out
by discarding previously matched pixels.
3. The process ends either when the currently selected
shadow map has a significantly low matching value or
if the number of selected lights is higher than N .
The chosen correlation corresponds to Pearson’s correlation
coefficient ranging between 0 and 1. Perfectly matching maps
have a coefficient equal to 1.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed approach has been tested on various real scenes
with varying lighting conditions. In Fig.2, we illustrate our
results within a selection of four scenes (S1, S2, S3 and S4).
Further results are shown in the video available at https :
//youtu.be/kj dY N epRDg. In Fig.2, scenes are grouped
row-wise. In the first column, we overlay the contours of
shadow maps corresponding to recovered lights on the input
color frame. For instance, red and green contours are used
respectively for the first and second detected lights. In the
second column, we demonstrate estimated illumination ratio
maps where background/noise are represented by red pixels
and occluding objects by blue pixels. On the detected planar
surface, white pixels represent fully lit 3D points (their illumination ratio is equal to 1), green pixels represent 3D points
for which no pairs are found. Finally, grayscale pixels are the
illumination ratio value. These pixels correspond to 3D points
partially or fully occluded with regard to lighting.

3.3. Estimation of light sources intensity
4.1. Illumination ratio maps
As we consider small to middle scale scenes, we assume that
((Np · ω p ) = cos θ) is equal across selected pairs, and use Li
to represent Li cos θ. Subsequently, equation (1) becomes:
M
X
Ip = kpd (La +
Li Opi )
(4)
i=1

Our goal is to estimate the intensity of recovered light sources
(Section 3.2). By considering the ratio of color intensities of
a selected pair (p, p̂) as described in Section 3.1, we have:
PM
kd (La + i=1 (Li Opi ))
Ip
=
= δ(p)
(5)
PM
Ip̂
kd (La + i=1 Li )
In fact, the albedo terms in the numerator and denominator
cancel out. Subsequently, we obtain the illumination ratio
value. As mentioned in Section 3.1,
PMfully lit points hold a
δ(p) equal to 1. Thus, we set La + i=1 Li = 1. Finally, we
integrate illumination ratio values within a linear system:
AL = δ
where:
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The linear system (6) is solved using an iterative Least
Squares with bounds and equality constraints:
b = minL ( 1 kωAL − ωδk2 ) such as:
L
2


0 ≤ Li ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ La ≤ 1
PM
La + i=1 Li = 1

(8)

The weights ω are computed using Tukey0 s bisquare loss
function. Small weights are discarded throughout iterations.

As illustrated in Fig.2, our algorithm delivers accurate illumination ratio maps where texture/albedo is accurately separated from illumination. The proposed framework handles
both uniform surfaces (S1) and challenging textured surfaces
(S2, S3 and S4). Also, we demonstrate robustness in presence
of poor geometry, especially when the scene contains specular objects (S1 and S3). In fact, the Lambertian assumption
must mainly hold on the principal plane. Finally, the use of
the reference image enables us to be robust even when lighting and/or image quality lack (S4).
4.2. Recovered 3D position of light sources
In Fig.2, we overlay the contours of the selected shadow maps
on the current color frame. For S2, the illumination ratio map
contains shadow information but also illumination ratio values corresponding to the narrow spot light effect. Nonetheless, our algorithm succeeds in recovering an accurate light
position. Furthermore, our approach demonstrates good results in the presence of overlapping shadows (S3 and S4).
In order to evaluate the precision of recovered lighting
positions, we used a special setup for several experimental
scenes. First, we choose a world frame on the main plane and
measure distance to real lights using a telemeter. Our algorithm is tested on various scenes and recovers light sources
position with an average error of 17cm for a mean distance of
2.55m to the light source and a standard deviation of 3.5cm.
As Augmented Reality is our target application, temporal stability with regard to recovered light sources is of
paramount importance. When the lighting is static, recovered
lighting properties (position and intensity) must be temporally stable, otherwise virtual shadows might suffer from
apparent flickering. In Fig.3, we can notice that under the
same lighting conditions, the selected light source (ID98)

varying lighting (Fig.4). Furthermore, recovered lighting in-

Fig. 4. Recovered ambient intensity La and point light
sources intensity L1 and L2 for scenes S2 and S4.
tensities are used to render virtual shadows. In Fig.5, the first
row represents reconstructed shading using scene geometry,
lighting 3D position and intensity for scenes S3 and S4. A
virtual sphere is introduced as well to demonstrate its interaction with the real scene. Furthermore, the second row in Fig.5
shows augmented scenes where virtual shadows are visually
coherent with real shadows in terms of shape and intensity.

Fig. 2. Col.1: Overlay of selected shadow maps contours on
the input color frame. Col.2: Estimated illumination ratio
maps for uniform (S1) and textured surfaces (S2, S3 and S4).
remains the same throughout the sequence with slightly different correlation values. The second best shadow map holds
a low correlation value and is thus discarded.
Fig. 5. Row 1: Reconstructed shading using scene geometry
and recovered lighting properties (position and intensity) for
S3 (left) and S4 (right). Row 2: AR scenarios with visually
coherent virtual shadows (red capsule in S1 (left) and brown
cube in S2 (right)).
Fig. 3. First and second best correlation coefficients for a
scene under static lighting.

4.3. Estimated light sources intensity
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach when estimating the intensity of light sources. First,
we show the temporal stability of the intensity estimates
throughout a sampled sequence for scenes S2 and S4 under

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a new approach to estimate both position and
intensity of multiple light sources. The algorithm succeeds in
accurately factoring texture/albedo and illumination on challenging textured surfaces. For future work, we are interested
in relaxing the Lambertian assumption. Furthermore, achieving a full GPU implementation would allow us to tackle online analysis and rendering.
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